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Er barm es Gott .................. J. S. Bach (1685-1750)
Können tränen meiner Wangen
from Matthäus-Passion

Songs of the Heart

Mai.................................... Gabriel Fauré (1845-1924)
Le Sabot de Frêne ...... Alfred Bruneau (1857-1934)
Ouvre ton couer ............... Georges Bizet (1838-1875)

INTERMISSION
Il segreto per esser felici ..... G. Donizetti (1797-1848)  
from Lucrezia Borgia

Die Mainacht .......... Johannes Brahms (1833-1897)  
Auf dem Kirchhofs  
Meine Liebe ist grün

Songs of Seasons  
Snow towards Evening ...... E. R. Warren (1900-1991)  
The Spring is at the Door ..... R. Quilter (1877-1953)  
Sonnet .................................. Ned Rorem (b. 1923)  
from Santa Fe Songs

Please hold your applause until after each set.

Reception to follow

This recital partially fulfills performance requirements for the senior year of the Bachelor of Music degree program for Mrs. Porter.
This performance dedicated to the memory of Mr. Brian Woods and in the honor of Mr. Vaughn Lippoldt, two of my distinguished voice teachers.

Donations for the Brian Woods Scholarship Fund will be received in the lobby next to the reception table.

Thank you Mr. Howle and Mrs. Martin for assisting me in the preparation of this recital.

Thank you Mrs. Kehle for all the hours you put in to learning my music and rehearsing with me.

Thank you to my wonderful husband and family for all your support and prayers.

Thank you God for loving me and helping get through the tough times: counterpoint, algebra, and learning the French songs.

And thank you to all of my friends who came to support me. I hope you enjoy the recital.